Control of supply networks and verification of items

Methods and systems for use in enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, the network comprising: at least one supplier entity able to introduce into the network an item identification means having stored therein an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity, and to forward said item identification means along a path across said network; at least one intermediate entity able to receive said item identification means from said at least one supplier entity or from another intermediate entity in said network and forward said item identification means along said path; and at least one receiver entity able to receive said item identification means from an intermediate entity in said network.

Figure 6 - Example I – simple supply chain
Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to supply networks. More specifically, aspects of the present invention relate to control apparatus and methods for enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, and to methods using the above control apparatus and methods for signing, re-signing and verification of an item identification means.

Background to the Invention

[0002] There is increasing economic incentive for companies to secure their own supply chains and to increase control of their distribution chains. Various processes are known for verifying movement of an item between different entities in a supply chain across a supply network. Verification may be desired for a variety of reasons. For example, there are commercial and safety requirements for a supply chain of branded goods, in particular pharmaceutical products, to be verified to avoid counterfeit products being introduced into an authorised supply chain.

[0003] Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags are well known. RFID tags are circuits in the form of label-like items that can be read (and sometimes also written on) by reader (and writer) units communicating with the tags at “RF” frequencies. RFID tags can generally be incorporated into or attached to products, packaging, animals or other items for example for the purpose of identification using radio waves. A particular application relates to tracking of items. RFID tags generally contain two parts: an integrated circuit for storing and processing information and an antenna for transmitting (and receiving) information to (and from) an RFID reader (and writer) device up to several metres away. RFID is mainly used today within enterprises’ supply chain management applications to improve inventory visibility and prevent issues such product counterfeiting. Further details relating to the general field of RFID tag technology can be found, for example, Landt, Jerry (2001), “Shrouds of Time: The history of RFID”, AIM, Inc.

[0004] Major pharmaceutical companies are actively involved in evaluating RFID as part of their anti-counterfeiting strategies, in addition to using other current covert authentication technologies and labour intensive inspections and investigations. For example, pharmaceutical companies want their distribution chains secure both in terms of product authentication and product pedigree.

[0005] Generally, the basic approach involves attaching an RFID tag to a product and giving a unique identifier to each item. Approaches that have previously been proposed integrate a product check with a pedigree record. A “product pedigree” is the historical record of a product lifecycle. It contains information about the product in the supply chain from the point of manufacture through one or more distributors until the product reaches its final customer. A product pedigree can also provide item level tracking, instead of batch level tracking - each item has a unique serial level identifier that uniquely identifies a product and its manufacture.

[0006] The following possibilities exist for implementing such product pedigree solutions:

1. Incorporating a unique identifier into the product. The unique identifier may be a 2-d barcode (data-metric barcode) or an RFID tag (e.g. EPC C1 Gen2), for example.

2. Tracking the product across the full supply chain, from the point of manufacturing through the distribution chain until the point of sale of the product.

3. Maintaining a database or a centralised server containing information about the pedigree of the product.

[0007] Although such an “e-pedigree” solution provides advantages in countering counterfeiting and diversion activities, there are still problems to resolve before a truly secure solution can be obtained:

1. Secure Tags: Current solutions do not use cryptographic mechanisms in the tags. Without a mechanism to protect a tag it may be hard to identify if a tag is original or just a “clone” (i.e. a copy of a tag arranged to give the same responses to challenges as the original). Cloning is a problem particularly if products take a long period to reach the market, allowing for the possibility of goods carrying cloned tags arriving on the market before the legitimate goods.

2. Integrity of Product Pedigree Records: Product pedigree may be largely incomplete. If a pedigree record misses important product information then it may be hard to decide whether the product is authentic or counterfeit. Collecting full pedigree and supply chain visibility information is a significant problem as companies are often unwilling to invest for little self-gain, and often have reservations about sharing their confidential business information.

Prior Art

[0008] There are several known mechanisms which aim to provide secure mass serialisation by using RFID technology, which can be grouped broadly according to the following categories:

Secure Label Attached to the tag: An RFID tag attached to a product contains a code that an RFID reader is able to authenticate. A code may be ran-
Product Pedigree Approach: It is known to establish an Electronic Pedigree (also called an "e-pedigree"). An e-pedigree provides a record of data such as arrival and departure times of specific items, e.g. during manufacture, shipping and so on. An entity in a supply chain or other route receiving an item can access the e-pedigree to evaluate the item’s authenticity. A proposed standardised e-pedigree approach using RFID technology is known as EPCglobal, further details of which can be found at www.epcglobalinc.org or from GS1 US, Princeton Pike Corporate Center, 1009 Lenox Drive, Suite 202, New Jersey 08648 Lawrenceville.

[0009] An aim of a product pedigree approach is to enable tracking and tracing of products across supply chains and verify the brand owner if a product appears to have been detected twice or if it appears to have been seen in an unusual location. An e-pedigree provides evidence of a product’s chain of custody. It may detail arrival and departure times of the product through each of the supply chain partners involved, and can be created either on-demand or pre-emptively via secure track and trace queries. At the point of authentication, such supply chain information may be analysed to detect inconsistencies. For example, if a product doesn’t have a plausible manufacturing and shipping record, it is possible that it is a counterfeit product fraudulently introduced into the supply chain.

[0010] A problem with this approach is that parties in the supply chain must share information in order to be able to detect anomalies. The manufacture and shipping information required for this approach is considered by many organisations to be sensitive information relating to their business operations.

[0011] Various commercial solutions exist in the mass serialisation domain:

Aegate, a UK based company, has created a bar coding and RFID solution to validate pharmaceuticals at the point of dispensing. This solution relies on manufacturers applying an RFID tag to each product container or package. The information about the product, its unique identifier and supply chain information are stored in a database managed by Aegate.

This solution presents multiple drawbacks and it is not always compatible with supply chain needs. Firstly, the Aegate solution does not enable tracking and tracing of products across the supply chain from the manufacture to the retailer. It only provides a mechanism to check that a drug has been sold by the correct retailer. Secondly, the Aegate solution acts like a trusted information hub, with the pharmaceutical company needing to share with Aegate not only product information but also supply chain information (e.g. the identity and location of the pharmacy that will sell that specific product). The centralised role of Aegate is not acceptable to many countries/pharmaceutical corporations due to security and confidentiality issues.

3M Solutions has created a very complete product authentication system using serialisation and material security. The system can be provided as a security hosted service or as a product authentication system. This uses labels with properties on light management, optics, films adhesives and holography. The labels are then integrated with an RFID tag and a 2D data matrix barcode to provide mass serialisation solutions for product authentication. This system also provide a real-time track and trace solution based on the concept of product pedigree. Information captured from the tag by readers is constantly logged, analysed and monitored to detect deviation from the original supply chain path. The system thus provides a mechanism whereby customers are able to monitor their supply chains in close to real-time. This system has the following drawbacks, however:

- The current version uses insecure tags. Without a mechanism to protect a tag it is hard to identify if the tag is original or just a clone. Adding properties to the tag such as light management, optics, films adhesives or holography can help but it is often not appropriate as this raises equipment costs and often requires manual facilitation.

- The Product Pedigree approach requires that all parties in the supply chain must share information in order to be able to detect anomalies. Due to conflict of interest across multiple supply chain partners this could be inappropriate.

Texas Instruments and Verisign Inc. have proposed a system including three main elements: usage of secure RFID tags, usage of a public key infrastructure (PKI) system to support public key cryptography, and a product authentication service to verify the identity and the e-pedigree of the products.

- The RFID tag is programmed and locked with a Unique Item Identifier (UID). This code is pro-
grammed at the silicon level. The assumption is that it would be hard and expensive to clone these tags without a proper infrastructure to manufacture chips. However, this tag is not secure.

- A digital signature is added into the memory of the tag as soon as the tag is assigned to a specific product, package, etc. A digital signature can be read by authenticated readers to validate the tagged product as it moves across the supply chain. In this case, the solution uses standards based public key technology and it assumes that the reader knows the appropriate manufacturer “public key” to decode and understand the signature.

- An e-pedigree service collects information from the different authenticated readers distributed across the supply chain. The authenticated RFID readers are designed first to authenticate a tag digital signature and then to create an event for the e-pedigree service.

- The authenticated reader also has the possibility to record additional events to the tag. These events can be considered as date/time stamps and are stored in the tag as event markers.

[0012] However, this Texas Instruments/Verisign proposal also a series of drawbacks:

- Every piece of additional information stored in the tag augments the memory requirement for the tag. This could raise the tag cost and can also increase the complexity of the system.

- The e-pedigree solution relies on a centralised server resulting in similar drawback to those of the Aegate solution described above.

- The digital signature added into the tag memory remains constant throughout the product lifecycle. If a malicious user is able to clone the tag it would be hard for supply chain players to detect that the product is not authentic without referring to the centralised server.

Summary of Invention

[0013] According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided control apparatus for use in enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, the network comprising: at least one supplier entity able to introduce into the network an item identification means having stored therein an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity, and to forward said item identification means along a path across said network; at least one intermediate entity able to receive said item identification means from said at least one supplier entity or from another intermediate entity in said network and forward said item identification means along said path; and at least one receiver entity able to receive said item identification means from an intermediate entity in said network; the control apparatus comprising:

path determination means arranged to determine path data in respect of an item identification means, said path data relating to at least one valid path by which said item identification means may traverse the network, said path data comprising data in respect of each of said at least one intermediate entity and said at least one receiver entity indicative of one or more upstream entities from which said item identification means may be received when traversing the network along a valid path; and translation key means responsive to said path determination means and arranged to provide for said at least one intermediate entity a translation key, said translation key enabling translation by said intermediate entity of a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a new digital signature associated with said intermediate entity in the event that said intermediate entity receives an item identification means having stored therein said digital signature associated with said upstream entity.

[0014] The path determination means may be arranged to determine path data relating to different valid paths in respect of each of plurality of item identification means, thus allowing for preferred embodiments to operate in relation to more complex supply networks having paths that converge or branch, with different paths being valid for different products, for example.

[0015] The control apparatus may also comprise private key means for providing a private key to said at least one supplier entity whereby to enable said supplier entity to store in said item identification means a digital signature associated with said supplier entity. An alternative to this, applicable in situations where it is not appropriate for the control apparatus to release private keys even to supplier entities for example, is for supplier entities to be provided with tags having appropriate digital signatures already stored therein.

[0016] The control apparatus further comprises validation key means responsive to the path determination means and arranged to provide for at least one intermediate or receiver entity a validation key, said validation key enabling validation by said intermediate or receiver entity of a digital signature stored on an item identification means in the event that said digital signature is a digital signature associated with an upstream entity from which said item identification means may be received by said intermediate or receiver entity when traversing the net-
work along a valid path. The validation key means may be arranged to provide at least one intermediate or receiver entity with a plurality of different validation keys, each of said plurality of validation keys being associated with one or more item identifiers stored in one or more item identification means, respective validation keys enabling validation by said intermediate or receiver entity of a digital signature stored in an item identification means having an item identifier with which said validation key is associated. In embodiments intended to operate in relation to RFID tags, the validation key means would in general be arranged to provide validation keys enabling validation using an RFID reader device of digital signatures stored on the RFID tags.

[0017] The translation key means may be arranged to provide at least one intermediate entity with a plurality of different translation keys, each of said plurality of translation keys being associated with one or more item identifiers stored in one or more item identification means, respective translation keys enabling translation by said intermediate entity of a digital signature stored in an item identification means having an item identifier with which said translation key is associated. This may enable a particular supply chain entity to treat products in different manners in dependence on the identifiers stored on tags associated with them, for example.

[0018] In embodiments intended to operate in relation to RFID tags, the translation key means would in general be arranged to provide translation keys enabling translation and re-writing on the RFID tags of digital signatures using an RFID writer device.

[0019] According to a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a signing system for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said signing system comprising a control apparatus according to the first aspect and at least one supplier entity signing module, said signing module being arranged to store in an item identification means an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity.

[0020] The digital signature associated with said supplier entity may determined in dependence on a private signing key received from said control apparatus. Alternatively, as explained in relation to the first aspect, supplier entities may be provided with tags having appropriate digital signatures already stored therein, for example.

[0021] In embodiments intended to operate in relation to RFID tags, the signing module in general would comprise at least an RFID writer.

[0022] According to a third aspect of the present invention, there is provided a re-signing system for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said re-signing system comprising a data receiver in communication with a control apparatus according to the first aspect and at least one intermediate entity re-signing module, said re-signing module being arranged to receive a translation key from said control apparatus, said re-signing module comprising:

- translation means for using a translation key to translate a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a digital signature associated with said intermediate entity.

[0023] In order to enable the re-signing module to perform validation operations as well, it may also be arranged to receive a validation key from the control apparatus, with the re-signing module further comprising validation means for using a validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

[0024] In embodiments intended to operate in relation to RFID tags, the re-signing module in general would comprise an RFID reader and an RFID writer, which may be in the form of one combined reader/writer device or as separate devices.

[0025] According to a fourth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a verification system for verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said verification system comprising a data receiver in communication with a control apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 22 and at least one receiver entity verification module, said verification module being arranged to receive a validation key from said control apparatus, said verification module comprising validation means for using a validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

[0026] In embodiments intended to operate in relation to RFID tags, the verification module would in general comprise at least an RFID reader.

[0027] Related to the first aspect above, there is also provided a control method for enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, the network comprising: at least one supplier entity able to introduce into the network an item identification means having stored therein an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity, and to forward said item identification means along a path across said network; at least one intermediate entity able to receive said item identification means from said at least one supplier entity or from another intermediate entity in said network and forward said item identification means along said path; and at least one receiver entity able to receive said item identification means from an intermediate entity in said network; the control method comprising:

- determining path data in respect of an item identification means, said path data relating to at least one valid path by which said item identification means may traverse the network, said path data comprising data in respect of each of said at least one intermediate entity and said at least one receiver entity indicative of one or more upstream entities from which said item identification means may be received when traversing the network along a valid path; and
providing for said at least one intermediate entity a translation key determined in dependence on said path data, said translation key enabling translation of a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a new digital signature associated with said intermediate entity in the event that said intermediate entity receives an item identification means having stored therein said digital signature associated with said upstream entity.

[0028] Related to the second aspect above, there is also provided a re-signing method for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said re-signing method comprising performing the above control method, and further comprising at least one supplier entity storing in an item identification means a digital signature associated with said supplier entity.

[0029] Related to the third aspect above, there is also provided a re-signing method for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said re-signing method comprising:

communicating with a control apparatus performing the above control method whereby to receive a translation key from said control apparatus; and
using said translation key to translate a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a digital signature associated with said intermediate entity.

[0030] Related to the fourth aspect above, there is also provided a verification method for verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said verification method comprising:

communicating with a control apparatus performing the above control method whereby to receive a validation key from said control apparatus; and
using said validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

[0031] It should be noted that digital signatures and their use in general in relation to RFID tags are well-known. For the avoidance of doubt, however, it should be understood that a digital signature in general is the output of an algorithm, or of an electronic device implementing the algorithm, for example, given a message and a private key. In relation to RFID tags, the tag identifier generally serves as the "message", but other data may also take this role. A validation operation in respect of a digital signature or of a tag having a digital signature stored therein generally involves using an appropriate algorithm (run on an appropriate electronic device, for example) in conjunction with an appropriate public key to accept or reject the signature.

[0032] Various possible advantages of preferred embodiments of the invention such as those to be explained in detail below will now be outlined briefly.

[0033] Preferred embodiments of the invention may be made resistant to attacks, and less vulnerable to single point failure. Corrupting a re-signing platform does not provide any significant advantage to a malicious attacker, because re-signing platforms generally do not store private keys but only re-signing keys to perform signature translation.

[0034] Preferred embodiments of the invention may enable offline product verification. Product verification can be performed offline without the need to query a centralised supply path management server. Supply chain partners generally only need to check that the goods have arrived from one of their (correct) immediate upstream partners. A record of previous tags seen by the platform may be kept if cloning is believed to be a problem, however.

[0035] Preferred embodiments of the invention enable a reduction in the amount of information that needs to be exchanged. Trace information need only be held on the tag for the immediate upstream leg of the supply chain. The signature need not reveal the path that the tag has traversed.

[0036] Preferred embodiments of the invention may utilise current RFID tag technology, do not require any additional computational power to be provided on the tags, and may be compatible with current EPC tags. They enable solutions which are very scalable in terms of memory in the tag.

[0037] It will therefore be understood that preferred embodiments of the invention may be used to give companies control and visibility of their routes to market, and to enable prevention of pirated/counterfeited products being introduced into the market through legitimate outlets. Organisations can define business rules that dictate how the supply chain should operate and how products should flow across the supply chain. The above may be achieved in a manner that overcomes problems in prior art systems relating to the amount and type of information that supply chain partners must share with each other in order to achieve this, however.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0038] A preferred embodiment of the present invention will now be described with reference to the appended drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating how a secure supply chain may operate;
Figure 2 illustrates a proxy re-signature scheme;
Figure 3 shows how path verification may be achieved using a proxy re-signature scheme;
Figure 4 shows the possible architecture of a re-sign-
ing platform;

Figure 5 illustrates the possible structure of the memory of an RFID tag; and

Figures 6 and 7 show examples of supply chain networks and illustrate how each may be controlled by methods and apparatus according to preferred embodiments of the invention.

Description of Preferred Embodiments of the Invention

[0039] Prior to describing in detail how preferred embodiments may operate, an explanation of a scenario in which preferred embodiments may be used will be described with reference to Figure 1. Reference will be made to the concept of a "Physical VPN" - it should be noted however that the acronym "VPN" (standing for "Virtual Private Network") is taken from secure network routing schemes, which rely on a single trusted network operator. In the present context, a "Physical VPN" can be taken to mean a Secure Physical Supply Chain Path.

[0040] We consider the situation where a party wishes to define one or more acceptable supply routes between authorised nodes for different products. For example a manufacturer may specify an authorised distribution chain for its goods to flow to franchise dealers. A re-signing platform should be able to check that a product has arrived along an authorised upstream path. As discussed earlier, it may, however, be desired by one or more parties in the supply chain that the re-signing platform should not know which parties were involved in the upstream part of the supply chain, in order to preserve the confidentiality of sensitive business information.

[0041] This approach can be used to prevent counterfeit goods entering the supply path, and can also be used to control the supply chain to detect grey market and diverted goods. For example, counterfeit goods will (in general) not have travelled a prescribed path from the legitimate manufacturer. A product that has been diverted from another market will fail to have followed the correct distribution chain.

[0042] Referring to Figure 1, we consider the case of a supply chain controlled by a central service provider. In this example, a supply chain comprising one Manufacturer "M", one Wholesaler "W" and one Retailer "R" in series is illustrated, although it will be understood that more complex supply chains are also possible, involving additional parties, which need not be simply in series - there may be several parties of each type in the supply chain. It will be noted that the manufacturer M is shown as being able to inject items into the supply chain having identifiers anywhere from 0 to 999, whereas the wholesaler W is shown as being able to receive items having identifiers only from 0 to 500 - this is to indicate that there may be an alternative route to a different wholesaler (not shown) within the same supply chain network who is intended to receive and forward items having identifiers from 501 to 999. Likewise, retailer R is shown as being able to receive only items having identifiers from 0 to 250 - this may be because there are other retailers (again not shown) for which items having identifiers from 251 to 999 are destined.

The three main steps are as follows:

[0043] Supply Chain Controller Builds Physical VPN:
Firstly, a supply chain controller 10 (controlled by or acting as a trusted third party on behalf of manufacture M, for example) determines or is provided with a model 11 indicative of one or more valid supply chain paths 12. It then distributes policies and keys for permitted supply chain paths for one or more specific products or types of products to trusted re-signing platforms 14 of each of a plurality of supply chain partners (e.g. parties M, W and R). Each policy contains: the identifiers of products to be received; a public key used to verify that the previous holder of the product is an authorised upstream supply chain partner; and the private key with which the new product holder will be able to re-sign product tags 15. Verification performed in relation to the product tags 15 can in general be taken to correspond to verification of products 16 with which the tags are associated.

[0044] Product Validation at the Re-signing Platform:
When a product arrives at a specific supply chain location the product is verified. During this process the re-signing platform at that location checks a digital signature contained in the product tag and verifies that the previous holder of the tag is an authorised upstream supply chain partner. Only if the signature passes the validation check is a re-signing operation permitted.

[0045] Product Re-signing at the Re-signing Platform:
If the signature does pass the validation check, the re-signing platform then writes the new signature onto the tag. With this operation the reader marks the product so that any downstream receiver can consider the product authentic.

[0046] It will be understood that the overall Validation and Re-Signing procedure performed at a re-signing platform may involve various sub-stages, symbolised by the individual boxes shown in the diagram of the re-signing platforms 14 in Figure 1. After physically receiving a product with an associated tag, a sub-stage shown as "Validate" may involve checking a product identifier in the tag memory to ensure that the product belongs to the correct supply chain (i.e. that the ID belongs to the path concerned); and a sub-stage shown as "Verify" may involve checking the integrity of a signature contained in the tag memory. If these checks are passed, a stage shown as "Certify" is performed involving writing a new signature into the tag. In general, for simplicity, we will refer to the overall procedure as containing a Validation stage and a Re-Signing stage, however.

[0047] At this stage it will be understood that the re-signing of a tag may need to be performed at isolated
points within a supply chain such that a legitimate upstream supply chain path can be validated at any point by verifying the previous signature. Three different approaches to achieving this will now be discussed, as follows:

(i) Using a re-signing platform with public keys to perform route validation and private keys used to create a new replacement signature: In this approach, the re-signing platform contains private and public keys. The public keys are associated with specific upstream supply chain paths. The private keys are used to produce tag signatures for specific downstream paths. The re-signing platform uses the private key associated with a shipment to digitally sign the product identifier obtained from the tag. Each private key is unique to the platform. The signature is written into additional memory registers on the identification tag, or may be written onto a separate additional electronic tag. Any partner in possession of the public key may validate that the product is signed with the correct key and therefore has been routed via the expected supply chain party.

Such a simple mechanism has a major drawback. It relies on the assumption that the private key is not mis-used. With this design the system has to trust the owner of the private key. By mis-using a private key a supply chain partner may introduce counterfeit or re-directed goods back into the authenticated supply chain. Also since the re-signing platform is not secure it may be possible to hack the platform and thereby introduce illicit products into the supply chain.

(ii) Trusted re-signing platform with public keys to perform route validation and private keys held in secure storage and used to create a new replacement signature: In this approach, Trusted Computing technology is used in order to provide increased security. A computing platform connected locally to a tag reader, or incorporated into the reader itself provides a localised validation and re-signing operation. The use of trusted computing allows the service provider to operate the validation and re-signing operations in a secure environment where neither the reader operator nor other parties can tamper with it. The re-signing platform acts as a secure proxy for the online service provider and protects the private keys used in the signing operation, such that they cannot be leaked to the reader operator or any other party.

While a Trusted Computing approach has advantages in terms of security features, the need for a specific hardware module could be a problem for embedded devices. If the re-signing device is embedded in an RFID reader or within a device that does not yet support this type of security feature it would be necessary to implement the intrinsically insecure approach described above.

In view of the above, preferred embodiments to be described below are intended to be used in conjunction with a re-signing platform as follows, that does not need to store the private keys required to perform the re-signature of the information contained into the tag.

(iii) Re-signing platform based on a proxy re-signing algorithm, using public keys to perform route validation and translation keys to re-encrypt the existing signature: In relation to the embodiment to be described, a re-signing platform effectively acts as a signature translator between a previous holder of a product in the supply chain and the next holder. Since it does not possess the private keys itself, it cannot introduce and sign products appropriately itself, but can merely translate signatures on tags arriving from validated routes. When a product arrives at a specific supply chain location the product is verified. The re-signing platform then re-encrypts the existing signature on the tag, converting it from a signature of the previous holder into a signature of itself.

In this approach, the manufacturer generates the first signature on the information contained in the tag and the intermediate re-signing platforms across the chain convert it into subsequent signatures. As with the second approach above, this process can be used to prove that a product has followed a particular supply chain path, but by giving each re-signing platform only translation keys, corrupting a re-signing platform would only liberate keys that have no use without access to legitimate product flows. If a product has not gone through all the previous validity checks en route from the manufacturer, it will in general not be accepted at subsequent "check-point" locations. Therefore, even an attacker that has compromised a check-point cannot convincingly forward tags unless they are authentic.

With an appropriate mechanism of key management the system need only disclose public keys to verify product authenticity and re-signing keys to generate the authentic path across different re-signing platforms.

Prior to describing preferred embodiments, an explanation of the concept of a proxy re-signature scheme and an example of path verification using a proxy re-signature scheme will be given with reference to Figures 2 and 3.

**Proxy Re-Signature Schemes**

A proxy re-signature is a primitive where a proxy is given some information which allows the transforming of one signature into another, for example Alice's signature into Bob's signature. However, the proxy does not control the private key associate to Alice or Bob therefore it cannot generate the signature for either Alice or Bob. This primitive was introduced by M. Blaze, G. Bleumer & M. Strauss in "Divertible Protocols and Atomic Proxy Cryptography", Advances in Cryptology - EUROCRYPT.
'98, volume 1403 of LNCS, pages 127-144, 1998, and
has been explored further in "Proxy Re-Signatures: New
Definitions, Algorithms, and Applications" by Giuseppe

[0052] With reference to Figure 2, the proxy translates
a perfectly-valid and publicly-verifiable signature from
(for example) Alice into one from Bob. Given a message
'm' and signing that message with Alice's private key gen-
erates a signature \( K_s\_a(m) \), signing the same message
with Bob's private key generates signature \( K_s\_b(m) \). In
the proxy re-signature scheme, a proxy would receive the
signature from Alice \( K_s\_a(m) \) and convert it into a
valid signature from Bob \( K_s\_b(m) \). A property of proxy
re-signature is that the "translation" from one signature to
another can be performed in sequence and multiple
times by distinct proxies without requiring the intervention
of the signing entities (i.e. the owners of the private keys).
In this way, the private keys can always remain offline
and protected. All the signatures are publicly verifiable
signatures as if they were signed by the real owner of
the distinct entities.

[0053] With reference to Figure 3, an example will be
described illustrating how a proxy re-signature scheme
provides proof that a certain path has been taken. In the
simplest case, the basic idea is that each node in the
path (except the first) is only given a re-signature (trans-
lation) key which allows it to translate signatures from
adjacent nodes, but not a signing key. For instance, given
three nodes in a path A, B, C, we give the first node A's
signing key, while the second node is only able to trans-
late signatures from A into signatures from B, without
storing B's private key. A third node will translate signa-
tures from B into signatures from C without storing C's
private key. Any user after C will have only to verify C's
signature with a public key even if several nodes precede
C in the path.

[0054] As long as the distribution of the keys required
to translate the signatures from different adjacent entities
can be controlled, it is generally possible to prove that a
certain path has been taken.

[0055] Turning now to a suitable proxy re-signing
scheme for re-signing platforms operating in relation
to embodiments to be described, such a scheme should
in general be the following:

- Unidirectional: This means that the scheme only al-
  lows the re-signing to be performed in one direction
  (e.g. from Alice to Bob but not from Bob to Alice).
  For the supply chain application to be described, this
  is appropriate where tags are only intended to flow
  in one direction.

- Transparent: This means that the proxy is transpar-
  ent in the scheme, meaning that a user may not even
  know that a proxy exists. For the supply chain appli-
  cation to be described, this means that a user may
  only learn that a product is authentic but does not
  need to learn anything unnecessary about the supply
  chain.

- Collusion-Resistant: This means that even if proxies
  share information, they should still not be able to re-
  compute the private key of any other member of the
  supply-chain.

[0056] A unidirectional scheme based on that suggest-
ed by Atieniese and Hohenberger (as discussed above)
may be suitable for some embodiments, but a scheme
with similar properties but stronger security requirements
may well be preferred.

[0057] With reference to a generic unidirectional re-
signature scheme that translates information from Alice
to Bob, the following terminology is used:

- Alice Private Key = \( K_s\_a \)
- Alice Public Key = \( K_p\_a \)
- Bob Private Key = \( K_s\_b \)
- Bob Public Key = \( K_p\_b \)
- Translation Key from Alice to Bob = \( K_t\_a\rightarrow\_b \)

1. Message 'm' signed by Alice is \( K_s\_a(m) \) = Alice
Signature
2. Proxy can translate this signature from Alice to
Bob by: \( K_t\_a\rightarrow\_b(K_s\_a(m)) = Bob's \ Signature \)
Note that Bob's signature is equivalent to \( K_s\_b(m) \). Any
user that has access to Bob's public key can verify
the signature generated by the proxy.

Re-Signing Platform

[0058] With reference to Figure 4, which illustrates the
possible architecture of a re-signing platform 14 for RFID
tags and the external components with which it may in-
teract, the components and operation of a re-signing plat-
form for use in conjunction with a preferred embodiment
will now be described:

Generally prior to receipt of a tagged product from
an upstream neighbour in the supply chain, the
re-signing platform 14 will have received and stored
data from the supply chain controller 10, including
any necessary keys, policies etc., which will be ex-
plained in more detail later. Once a tagged product
is received, the following steps are performed:

1. Reading of Tag: The item signature and iden-
tifier are read from the tag by RFID reader/writer
48. The reader passes the tag information to the
re-signing platform 14. The information contains
an ID (e.g. EPC 96 bit) and the signature.

2. Retrieval of Validation Key: The platform
checks the policy manager 44 to see if there is a
policy (represented by policy table 43) asso-
associated with that specific tag identifier. If the specific policy is present then the policy manager 44 gets the public validation key associated with the identifier.

3. Signature Validation and Possible Uniqueness Test: The platform decrypts the signature using the validation key and checks the results against the identifier of the tag. If the values match then it can be determined that the tag has followed a legitimate path in the supply chain. The platform may also perform a uniqueness test. It checks that the tag is unique and that no tag with a similar ID has been previously validated by the platform. This check can be performed by storing the previous identifiers in a database, or by including previous identifiers in a bloom filter 46 to reduce storage overheads.

4. Retrieval of Translation Key: If the product is authentic then the policy manager instructs the re-signing module 45 to translate the signature on the tag. This module will access the translation key for that specific identifier.

5. Creation of New Signature: The re-signing module generates a new signature using the translation key as described by a unidirectional proxy re-signature, and the previous signature held by the tag. Following this action the platform communicates to the reader/writer 48 to write the new signature on the tag.

Figure 4 also indicates that the re-signing platform 14 may be linked to the Supply Chain Systems 42. These may include a back-end system implementing company supply chain functions. When a product has been checked by a re-signing platform the information that the product is authentic may be used to pass such a system for internal organisation purposes such as financial control or inventory management, for example.

Figure 5 illustrates the types of data that may be held in the memory of a tag 13. A portion 15 of the memory may hold the item identifier. In general this may remain unchanged for the life-time of the tag, or at least for the period during which the associated item moves along the supply chain. Another portion 16 may hold the signature of the current holder of the tag. This portion may therefore be re-written by one or more re-signing platforms as the associated item moves along the supply chain. There may also be other portions of memory for other purposes, such as a portion 17 for additional signatures. This may be for managing the flow of products across the path in cases where products get sent into multiple downstream paths, for example. In such cases it may be hard to confirm that the products have come from a particular supplier, as only the previous entity on the path may be "visible" to the current entity. To overcome this problem a second signature can be stored that is common to all products from that supplier.

With reference to Figures 6 and 7, examples of supply chains operating under the control of control apparatus according to preferred embodiments will be described. Such supply chains may apply in relation to the distribution of pharmaceutical or other products for example.

Generally (but not necessarily) under the control of or in response to information received (Step 1) from a manufacturing organisation M, or a supply chain controlling organisation, or perhaps an agent acting for such an organisation, supply chain controller 10 (controlled by or acting as a trusted third party on behalf of manufacturer M, for example) determines one or more authorised paths 12 across the supply chain (Step 2). In general, the authorised path or paths are unidirectional (i.e. the same item is not generally intended to be passed in both directions between any two entities), although Figure 7 illustrates that paths may branch, converge etc.

The supply chain controller 10 may receive information on how products should flow in a supply chain which may include one or more entities of any or all of the following types: manufacturers ("M"), wholesalers ("W"), distributors ("D"), Third-Party Logistics operators ("3PL"), retailers ("R"). Other types of entity are also possible. (NB Third-party logistics operators may be subcontracted carriers of goods which are operated neither by the shipper nor by the receiver (e.g. regular mail service providers or courier firms such as DHL or TNT).

The supply chain controller 10 generates, coordinates and distributes the various validation and translation keys as required or applicable among the different re-signing platforms 14 operated by the respective entities on the authorised path or paths (Step 3).

The authorised path may be determined by a sequence of keys: for example, the private key of a first entity on the path, a translation key from the first entity to an intermediate entity, and a translation key from the intermediate entity to an entity at a supply chain endpoint. Each re-signing platform 14 at entities other than the first may validate that the product is flowing through the authorised path 12 using the appropriate validation public key to verify that the tag has arrived via the correct upstream path, and may then translate the signature into that of one or more subsequent entities entitled to receive the product next before forwarding the product and tag to such an entity. Alternatively, if the entity is a supply chain end-point entity such as a retailer, it can then "kill" the tag and erase the signature.

Private keys in general do not leave the controller. An exception to this rule in some circumstances may be a private key used by a manufacturer to inject a new product into a supply chain by creating an original signature. The private key may in some cases be provided to the re-signing platform of the manufacturer (or other such "originating party" in the supply chain), although this need not be done - an alternative would be for the orig-
A policy can also be generated for the re-signing platform specifying how different products should be allowed to flow along different routes within the network (this will be explained further in relation to Figure 7, but for simplicity, only one route is shown in the example of Figure 6, all tags being shown as having a common identifier "x").

In order to illustrate that keys of different types may be generated for distribution to different entities, two further functional components of controller 10 are shown in Figure 6, namely a translation key component 64 (shown as TKC) and a validation key component 66 (shown as VKC). A signing key component could also have been shown, but this has been omitted in order to avoid over-crowding the figure. It will be understood that these components and the path determination component 62 need not be separate physical components of controller 10. The functions attributed to them may all in fact be performed by the same processor in the supply chain controller 10, for example, with the results of a path determination routine being used in subsequent key generation and key distribution routines. For this reason, in the remainder of the description of preferred embodiments, reference will generally be made to the respective path determination and key generation/distribution functions as being performed simply by the controller 10, which can nevertheless be regarded as containing a path determination component 62, a translation key component 64, (optionally) a validation key component 66 and if required a signing key component as well.

In Step 3, the controller 10 distributes the following information:

- To re-signing platform 14_M of manufacturer M: Private Key: Ks_M
- To re-signing platform 14_R of operator 3PL: Translation Key: Kt_M→3PL
- To re-signing platform 14_R of retailer R: Translation Key: Kt_3PL→R

Using the private signing key Ks_M, manufacturer M is able to sign tags associated with items it is injecting into the supply chain with its digital signature sig_M. After receipt and possible validation by operator 3PL of tags from manufacturer M, operator 3PL can then use translation keys Kt_M→3PL to translate the signatures on the tags into its own "apparent" digital signature sig_3PL before forwarding the tags to retailer R.

The public validation keys may also be made available to one or more of the different supply chain partners, enabling them to check the validity of signatures on tags they receive. If so, the respective supply chain parties may use them to check the validity of signatures before proceeding further, or they may proceed without carrying out such a check.

In this example, a simple policy is distributed to manufacturer M, operator 3PL and retailer R. The policies for the respective re-signing platforms 14_M and 14_R of operator 3PL and retailer R may dictate which validation and translation keys should be used to validate and re-
sign tags having different tag identifiers relating to certain goods, but in this example, as all tags are shown as having a common identifier "x", there is no need for the platforms to have different keys for different tag identifiers. (As will become apparent later with reference to Figure 7, a manufacturer's policy may dictate, for example, that different private keys should be used to generate initial signatures for tags intended to be associated with different goods, or batches of goods.)

[0076] Once each re-signing platform has received any appropriate policy specifying the possible validation and translation keys to be used for permitted product identifiers, along with the associated keys, the physical VPN is ready to be used.

[0077] Referring now to Figure 7, a more complex supply chain example will be described. This supply chain is composed of a first Manufacturer M1, a second Manufacturer M2, Wholesaler W, Distributor D, a first Retailer R1 and a second Retailer R2.

[0078] It will be noted that in this example, two different manufacturing entities M1 and M2 are shown. These may be autonomous, or may be factories in different geographical locations operating for the same company for example. In this example it may be assumed that they are simply two different factories under the common control of the Head Office of one manufacturing company, but it will be understood that this need not be the case. Likewise, two different retailing entities R1 and R2 are shown. This example is intended to illustrate how an embodiment may operate in relation to a supply chain that is not simply serial, e.g., one having two or more "entry-points" and "end-points", with paths that converge and branch between the respective entry-points and end-points.

[0079] Two separate path sections from the respective manufacturers M1 and M2 converge at the common wholesaler W, and two separate path sections branch out from the common Distributor D to the respective retailers R1 and R2. Between these "common" nodes W and D, there is a common path section along which all of the products may flow, irrespective of which manufacturing point they originate from and irrespective of which retailer they are destined for. It will be understood that with such a supply chain network, four different paths are possible. More complex networks are also possible, of course, involving several different paths, two or more convergence points and branching points, two or more entities performing corresponding functions at any of a variety of equivalent stages in a supply network, a mixture of more direct and less direct paths, and other such variations.

[0080] In this example there are two different product ranges produced respectively by manufacturers M1 and M2. Manufacturer M1 produces products with an ID range from 0 to 500 while Manufacturer M2 produces different, similar or perhaps identical products with an ID range from 501 to 1000.

[0081] In Step 1, the head office of manufacturer M sends information about valid supply chain routes for specific products to controller 10. These specify paths that various products should follow. The two different product ranges will be produced by different manufacturers but converge into a common supply chain path section.

[0082] In Step 2, controller 10 identifies the different re-signing platforms 14_M1, 14_M2, 14_W, 14_D, 14_R1, and 14_R2 in the supply chain network linking manufacturers M1 and M2 to retailers R1 and R2 via common wholesaler W and common distributor D. It then generates the various signing, validation and translation keys in respect of the various supply chain entities, and generates policies to indicate different associations between keys and identifiers.

[0083] In Step 3, controller 10 distributes the following keys to the respective re-signing platforms of the appropriate entities:

- To platform 14_M1 of manufacturer M1: Private Key: Ks_M1 (associated with ID 000:500)
- To platform 14_M2 of manufacturer M2: Private Key: Ks_M2 (associated with ID 501:999)
- To platform 14_W of wholesaler W: Translation Key: Kt_M1→W (associated with ID 000:500)
- To platform 14_W of wholesaler W: Translation Key: Kt_M2→W (associated with ID 501:999)
- To platform 14_D of distributor D: Translation Key: Kt_W→D (associated with ID 000:999)
- To platform 14_R1 of retailer R1: Translation Key: Kt_D→R1 (associated with ID 000:999)
- To platform 14_R2 of retailer R2: Translation Key: Kt_D→R2 (associated with ID 000:999)

[0084] Using its private signing key Ks_M1, manufacturer M1 is able to sign tags associated with items it is injecting into the supply chain with its own digital signature sig_M1. Similarly, using its private signing key Ks_M2, manufacturer M2 is able to sign tags with its digital signature sig_M2. After receipt and possible validation by wholesaler W of tags from manufacturer M1, wholesaler W can then use translation key Kt_M1→W to translate the signatures on those tags into its own "apparent" digital signature sig_W, if necessary checking first that the tag IDs conform with the policy. Similarly, wholesaler W can use translation key Kt_M2→W to translate the signatures on tags received from manufacturer M2 into the same apparent signature sig_W before forwarding the tags to distributor D. Distributor D can then use its translation keys Kt_D→R1 and Kt_D→R2 to translate the apparent signature sig_W of wholesaler W into its own apparent signature sig_D before forwarding the respective groups of tags to their respective receivers R1 and R2.

[0085] The public validation keys are made available to the different supply chain partners in order to allow them to check the validity of the respective product signatures.
[0086] It will be noted that the respective validation keys may be associated with different product identifiers. Different incoming supply path sections will (in general) provide tags signed by different upstream partners in the supply chain. Translation keys unique to each upstream signature can be generated to produce a single output signature for downstream partners depending on the requirements of the situation.

[0087] If multiple downstream path sections exist, it may not be possible to control which goods flow down which path using this approach however (since all paths may be validated with the same validation key against signature). To control the validity of discrete downstream path sections, different tags' signatures can be translated into different output signatures using different translation keys. The appropriate validation key for each signature may then be shared selectively with appropriate downstream partners. If this approach is taken it may make it more difficult for outside parties to validate that the associated goods have come a particular supplier (since they would need all possible validation keys). To overcome this problem a second signature can be generated that is common to all products from that supplier. This second "common" signature can be generated using a second set of translation keys, for example.

[0088] Once each re-signing platform has received the relevant keys and policies, the physical VPN is ready to be used. As explained above, the re-signing platform may thus write "trace" information in the form of a revised signature onto the tag. This information may then be used by each re-signing platform further downstream along the path to check that the product has arrived through a valid supply chain path.

Claims

1. Control apparatus for use in enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, the network comprising:

   at least one supplier entity able to introduce into the network an item identification means having stored therein an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity, and to forward said item identification means along a path across said network; at least one intermediate entity able to receive said item identification means from said at least one supplier entity or from another intermediate entity in said network and forward said item identification means along said path; and at least one receiver entity able to receive said item identification means from an intermediate entity in said network; the control apparatus comprising:

   path determination means arranged to determine path data in respect of an item identification means, said path data relating to at least one valid path by which said item identification means may traverse the network, said path data comprising data in respect of each of said at least one intermediate entity and said at least one receiver entity indicative of one or more upstream entities from which said item identification means may be received when traversing the network along a valid path; and translation key means responsive to said path determination means and arranged to provide for said at least one intermediate entity a translation key, said translation key enabling translation by said intermediate entity of a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a new digital signature associated with said intermediate entity in the event that said intermediate entity receives an item identification means having stored therein said digital signature associated with said upstream entity.

2. Control apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said path determination means is arranged to determine path data relating to different valid paths in respect of each of plurality of item identification means.

3. Control apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising private key means for providing a private key for said at least one supplier entity whereby to enable said supplier entity to store in said item identification means a digital signature associated with said supplier entity.

4. Control apparatus according to claim 1, 2 or 3, further comprising validation key means responsive to said path determination means and arranged to provide for at least one intermediate or receiver entity at least one validation key, the or each validation key enabling validation by said intermediate or receiver entity of a digital signature stored on an item identification means in the event that said digital signature is a digital signature associated with an upstream entity from which said item identification means may be received by said intermediate or receiver entity when traversing the network along a valid path.

5. Control apparatus according to claim 4 wherein said validation key means is arranged to provide for at least one intermediate or receiver entity a plurality of different validation keys, each of said plurality of validation keys being associated with one or more item identifiers stored in one or more item identification means, respective validation keys enabling validation by said intermediate or receiver entity of a digital signature stored in an item identification
means having an item identifier with which said validation key is associated.

6. Control apparatus according to claim 4 or 5 wherein said validation key means is arranged to provide validation keys enabling validation using a radio-frequency reader device of digital signatures stored on item identification means.

7. Control apparatus according to any of the preceding claims wherein said translation key means is arranged to provide for at least one intermediate entity a plurality of different translation keys, each of said plurality of translation keys being associated with one or more item identifiers stored in one or more item identification means, respective translation keys enabling translation by said intermediate entity of a digital signature stored in an item identification means having an item identifier with which said translation key is associated.

8. Control apparatus according to any of the preceding claims wherein said translation key means is arranged to provide translation keys for enabling translation and re-writing on item identification means of digital signatures using a radio-frequency writer device.

9. Control apparatus according to any of the preceding claims wherein said control apparatus is for use in enabling verification of a radio-frequency item identification means such as an RFID tag.

10. A signing system for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said signing system comprising a control apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 9 and at least one supplier entity signing module, said signing module being arranged to store in an item identification means a digital signature associated with a supplier entity.

11. A signing system according to claim 10 wherein said digital signature associated with said supplier entity is determined in dependence on a private signing key received from said control apparatus.

12. A signing system according to claim 10 or 11 wherein said signing module comprises a radio-frequency writer.

13. A re-signing system for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said re-signing system comprising a data receiver in communication with a control apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 9 and at least one intermediate entity re-signing module, said re-signing module being arranged to receive one or more translation key from said control apparatus, said re-signing module comprising:

   - translation means for using a translation key to translate a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a digital signature associated with said intermediate entity.

14. A re-signing system according to claim 12 wherein said re-signing module is arranged to receive one or more validation keys from said control apparatus, said re-signing module further comprising validation means for using a validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

15. A re-signing system according to claim 12 or 13 wherein said re-signing module comprises a radio-frequency reader and a radio-frequency writer.

16. A verification system for verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said verification system comprising a data receiver in communication with a control apparatus according to any of claims 1 to 9 and at least one receiver entity verification module, said verification module being arranged to receive one or more validation keys from said control apparatus, said verification module comprising validation means for using a validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

17. A verification system according to claim 16 wherein said verification module comprises a radio-frequency reader.

18. A control method for enabling verification by entities on a path across a supply network of an item identification means traversing said path, the network comprising: at least one supplier entity able to introduce into the network an item identification means having stored therein an item identifier and a digital signature associated with said supplier entity, and to forward said item identification means along a path across said network; at least one intermediate entity able to receive said item identification means from said at least one supplier entity or from another intermediate entity in said network and forward said item identification means along said path; and at least one receiver entity able to receive said item identification means from an intermediate entity in said network; the control method comprising:

   - determining path data in respect of an item identification means, said path data relating to at least one valid path by which said item identification means may traverse the network, said path data comprising data in respect of each of said at least one intermediate entity and said at least one receiver entity;
least one receiver entity indicative of one or more upstream entities from which said item identification means may be received when traversing the network along a valid path; and providing for said at least one intermediate entity a translation key determined in dependence on said path data, said translation key enabling translation of a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a new digital signature associated with said intermediate entity in the event that said intermediate entity receives an item identification means having stored therein said digital signature associated with said upstream entity.

19. A control method according to claim 18, further comprising providing for at least one intermediate or receiver entity at least one validation key determined in dependence on said path data, the or each validation key enabling validation by said intermediate or receiver entity of a digital signature stored on an item identification means in the event that said digital signature is a digital signature associated with an upstream entity from which said item identification means may be received by said intermediate or receiver entity when traversing the network along a valid path.

20. A signing method for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said signing method comprising performing the control method of claim 18 or 19, and further comprising at least one supplier entity storing a digital signature associated with said supplier entity in an item identification means.

21. A re-signing method for enabling verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said re-signing method comprising:

- communicating with a control apparatus performing the control method of claim 18 or 19 whereby to receive at least one translation key from said control apparatus; and
- using said translation key to translate a digital signature associated with an upstream entity into a digital signature associated with said intermediate entity.

22. A re-signing method according to claim 21 further comprising receiving at least one validation key from said control apparatus and using said validation key to validate a digital signature stored on an item identification means.

23. A verification method for verification of an item identification means traversing a path across a supply network, said verification method comprising:
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